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Abstract
Since the Imperialist times of Peter the Great, Russia’s military ideology has been largely predicated on the goal of
creating a large and powerful army. In an attempt to gain territory and prestige, a nation’s military strength was often
reduced to a mere game of numbers in order to overpower the opposing side. Of course, weapons and tactics were also
involved, but they meant nothing without the men who were needed to utilize them and perform accordingly.
Overtime, as new threats began to emerge and a different international dynamic began to form with improved
technological systems and weaponry, large conventional armies became significantly less effective. For a long time,
however, Soviet Russia was unyielding to change. A Peter the Great mentality rang supreme in the minds of military
elites who fostered a strong opposition to any means of reform despite repeated attempts by Soviet and Russian
leaders. This force against change resonated in the attitudes and loyalty towards the Soviet and Russian military
establishment, and further set Russia back in terms of its outdated technology and overall decreasing military
capacity. Although some may say that Russia was a bit late in the game to display noticeable trends in military
improvements, this study seeks to answer the question of where Russia lies now in terms of its military capabilities and
citizens’ attitudes towards the military itself and their duty to serve. In other words, this study tests the question of
how an improvement in military technology, coupled with a more streamlined personnel base, reflects a change in
Russia’s military capabilities and in associated attitudes overtime.
Background on the history and progress of military reform in Russia is provided and analyzed in light on capability
measurements, followed by an evaluation of the 2008 Russo-Georgia War. Additionally, a case comparison of the
1979 Afghanistan crisis and the current intervention in Syria is conducted to demonstrate a change in capabilities
and attitudes towards the military establishment. Finally, an analysis of loyalty towards military duty from a
psychological perspective is preformed and further coupled with a discussion of how a shift in attitudes has occurred in
parallel with military reform in both Soviet and present day Russia. The assessment of loyalty further adds to the
analysis of military capabilities due to the connection between increased loyalty and compliance on the one hand, and
enhanced military capabilities on the other. The study ends with implications associated with the findings.
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2006.to.2014.Source:!"Data!P!Military!Expenditure!(%!of!GDP)",!The&World&Bank!(2016)!!!!! Year! 2011! 2012! 2013! 2014!Russian!Federation! 3.7! 4.0! 4.2! 4.5!
.
TABLE.3.–.Russia’s.Military.Expenditure.(%.GDP).Source:!"Data!P!Military!Expenditure!(%!of!GDP)",!The&World&Bank!(2016)!!! Relative!to!more!specific!superpowers!such!as!the!United!States!(shown!in!dark!grey!above!Russia!on!FIGURE!2)!and!China!(shown!in!light!grey!below!Russia!on!FIGURE!2),!Russia!(shown!in!red)!has!also!been!doing!notably!well!in!terms!of!increased!military!spending.!As!illustrated!in!FIGURE!2,!between!2012!and!2013,!the!United!States!
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plummeted!while!Russia!rose!in!military!spending,!with!China!remaining!relatively!stable.!This!shows!that!Russia!has!both!caught!up!to!and!surpassed!the!US!in!military!expenditure!as!a!percent!of!GDP,!with!the!gap!between!the!two!nations!increasing.!Furthermore,!this!suggests!that!after!2012!when!President!Putin!came!into!office!for!the!second!time,!more!money!was!pumped!into!the!military!sector!as!highlighted!in!his!objectives.!In!fact,!Putin’s!ambition!to!improve!the!military!sector!and!allocate!more!money!towards!military!expenditure!is!reflected!in!his!rhetoric!and!objectives,!and!is!further!acknowledged!by!many!scholars!in!the!field.!As!stated!by!Brookings!Institute!scholar,!Steven!Pifer:!
“Russia!is!in!the!midst!of!major!modernization!of!its!armed!forces.!This!has!been!driven!by!Vladimir!Putin’s!ambition!to!restore!Russia’s!hard!power!and!supported!by!revenues!that!flowed!into!the!Kremlin’s!coffers!between!2004!and!2014!when!the!price!of!oil!was!high.!The!modernization!programs!encompass!all!parts!of!the!Russian!military…”107!
Additionally,!Jonathan!Masters,!a!scholar!and!editor!for!the!Council!on!Foreign!Relations,!expressed!that!even!though!oil!prices!have!declined!between!2014!and!2015!due!to!international!sanctions,!President!Putin!has!made!it!clear!that!he!has!“exempted!defense!spending”!from!any!major!budget!cuts.108!Thus,!although!specific!details!on!the!exact!break!down!of!fund!allocation!within!the!military!sector!is!limited,!it!can!be!deduced!that!funding!and!expenditure!is!at!the!very!least!remaining!steady!from!its!2014!levels!in!order!to!uphold!Putin’s!military!modernization!proposals!and!objectives.!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!107!Steven!Pifer,!"Pay!Attention,!America:!Russia!Is!Upgrading!Its!Military",!Brookings&Institution!(2016),!1.!108!Jonathan!Masters,!"The!Russian!Military",!Council&on&Foreign&Relations!(2015),!4.!
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! Next,!qualitative!information!regarding!Russia’s!military!reforms!is!helpful!in!assessing!the!extent!to!which!Russia’s!current!military!capabilities!can!be!understood.!For!starters,!it!is!undeniable!that!Russia!is!going!through!a!historic!change!in!its!military!programs.!Claims!have!been!made!warning!other!nations!and!actors!to!pay!attention!to!Russia’s!growing!military!might!and!its!push!towards!modernization.!As!the!Council!on!Foreign!Relations!states,!“Russian!armed!forces!are!in!the!midst!of!a!historical!overhaul!with!significant!consequences!for!Eurasian!politics!and!security.”109!Additionally,!the!2015!Military!Balance!Report!by!the!International!Institute!for!Strategic!Studies!(IISS)!claims!that!there!is!some!“unease!about!possible!gaps!in!NATO’s!capacity!to!counter!Russia’s!use!of!hybrid!warfare!techniques.”110!The!same!report!claims!that!Russia’s!military!modernization!is!advancing!and!investments!are!being!made!in!the!navy,!air!force,!and!military!force!for!new!weapons!and!equipment.!Most!importantly,!Russia’s!nuclear!program,!which!stands!at!the!core!of!its!military!strategy,!is!also!showing!signs!of!notable!improvements!in!the!types!of!arms!and!reaction!speeds!of!such!weapons!being!produced!and!tested.111!Therefore,!the!qualitative!evidence!attesting!to!Russia’s!improving!military!effectiveness!that!further!warns!NATO!about!its!own!capacity!relative!to!Russia’s!unquestionably!affirms!that!Russia’s!capabilities!are!improving!overall.!
Moving!on,!a!major!initiative!taken!by!President!Putin!was!to!modernize!and!improve!the!capacity!of!Russia’s!naval!forces,!which!others!have!been!calling!“more!rust!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!109Jonathan!Masters,!"The!Russian!Military",!1.!110!John!Chipman,!"IISS!P!The!Military!Balance,!2015",!The&International&Institute&for&Strategic&Studies!(2015),!2.!111!Ibid.!
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than!ready.”112!In!effect,!the!navy!has!been!working!towards!modifying!old!ships!and!manufacturing!new!ones.!According!to!Garrett!Campbell,!“The!navy!has!unveiled!a!significant!capability:!Its!Caspian!Sea!corvettes!and!frigates!can!fire!cruise!missiles!at!targets!over!900!miles!away.!This!is!a!previously!unknown!capability.”113!In!the!same!vein,!Western!scholars!and!military!experts!have!taken!Russia’s!military!advancements,!particularly!with!regard!to!naval!modernization!efforts,!to!demonstrate!that!Russia’s!new!ships!and!fleet!improvements!“display!a!unique!capability”!and!“highlight!the!results!of!its!naval!modernization!efforts,!much!of!which!are!unknown.”114.Many!of!these!modernization!projects!and!demonstrations!of!new!equipment!go!handPinPhand!with!stated!military!objectives,!yet!are!still!surprising!experts!in!the!field.!Clearly,!therefore,!if!experts!are!expressing!the!need!to!pay!attention!to!Russia!as!an!improving!military!power!given!its!observable!modernization!turnaround,!it!is!difficult!to!dismiss!Russia’s!military!capabilities!as!improving!overall.!
! The!navy!is!also!not!the!only!division!with!improvements!that!have!caught!the!eye!of!scholars!and!experts!in!the!field.!Russia’s!air!force!has!similarly!been!showing!incredible!advances!in!its!capabilities,!especially!when!considering!the!current!intervention!in!Syria!and!the!reliance!on!air!defense!strikes!over!ground!forces!In!fact,!a!recent!New!York!Times!article!stated!that:!!
“Russia’s!fighter!jets!are,!for!now!at!least,!conducting!nearly!as!many!strikes!in!a!typical!day!against!rebel!troops!opposing!the!government!of!President!Bashar!alP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!112!Garrett!I.!Campbell,!“Russia’s!Military!is!Proving!Western!Punditry!Wrong”,!Brookings&Institution!(2015),!2.!113!Ibid.!114!Ibid.!
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Assad!as!the!AmericanPled!coalition!targeting!the!Islamic!State!has!been!carrying!out!each!month!this!year.”115!The!same!article!also!quotes!President!Putin’s!statement:!“It!is!one!thing!for!the!experts!to!be!aware!that!Russia!supposedly!has!these!weapons,!and!another!thing!for!them!to!see!for!the!first!time!that!they!do!really!exist,!that!our!defense!industry!is!making!them,!that!they!are!of!high!quality!and!that!we!have!wellPtrained!people!who!can!put!them!to!effective!use…They!have!seen,!too,!now!that!Russia!is!ready!to!use!them!if!this!is!in!the!interests!of!our!country!and!our!people.”116!Thus,!as!events!like!the!crisis!in!Syria!unfold,!Russia’s!military!modernization!efforts!and!the!fulfillment!of!reforms!initiated!by!Putin!become!more!visible.!As!a!result,!one!can!better!legitimize!the!actual!state!of!Russia’s!improved!military!capabilities.!
! The!most!upPtoPdate!evidence!available!for!assessing!Russia’s!military!capabilities!is!published!by!the!International!Institute!for!Strategic!Studies!(IISS).!Their!Military!Balance!report!“provides!the!best!available!public!information!on!global!military!capabilities,!trends,!and!defense!economics”117!and!contains!several!important!points!to!be!recognized.!As!shown!by!FIGURE!3!below,!Russia’s!defense!budget!in!2015!totaled!$65.6!billion!USD,!coming!in!fourth!only!to!the!United!States,!China,!and!Saudi!Arabia.!Russia!is!therefore!still!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!115!Steven!Lee!Myers!and!Eric!Schmitt,!“Russian!Military!Uses!Syria!as!Proving!Ground,!and!West!Takes!Notice”,!The&New&York&Times!(Oct.!14!2015),!http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/15/world/middleeast/russianPmilitaryPusesPsyriaPasPprovingPgroundPandPwestPtakesPnotice.html?_r=0.!116!Ibid.!117!John!Chipman,!"IISS!P!The!Military!Balance,!2016",!The&International&Institute&for&Strategic&Studies!(2016),!4.!
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remaining!as!one!of!the!leading!nations,!given!previous!projections!made!by!the!World!Bank!data,!although!it!has!dipped!below!the!United!States!once!again.!
! Even!so,!the!IISS!claims!that!“Russia’s!employment!of!advance!cruise!missiles!over!Syria…highlighted!that!advanced!weapons!systems!are!no!longer!the!preserve!of!Western!states.”118!In!effect,!Russia!has!‘caught!up’!to!the!West!in!certain!technological!advances.!Additionally,!Russia’s!new!Armata&tank!shows!a!great!shift!in!technological!innovation!that!has!defined!Russia!in!previous!years!before!reforms!implemented!under!President!Putin!took!hold.119!Further!innovations!include!Russia’s!ability!to!disrupt!certain!electronic!and!electroPmagnetic!signals!used!for!communication!purposes!by!other!parties,!new!air!defense!systems!and!combat!aircrafts!that!have!been!deployed!into!its!Western!Military!District,!new!cruise!missiles!and!ballistic!missiles!that!can!bring!targets!in!Europe!into!reachable!distance,!and!more!highPspeed!precision!weapons!and!vehicles!for!use!by!ground!and!air!forces!by!development!programs!that!China!is!part!of!as!well.120!Thus,!it!is!evident!that!Russia’s!military!spending!is!reflected!in!its!new!technological!and!systems!capabilities,!and!its!relative!international!position!further!attests!to!its!solid!standing!given!the!degree!of!improvements!that!have!occurred.!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!118!John!Chipman,!"IISS!P!The!Military!Balance,!2016",!3.!119!Ibid.!120!John!Chipman,!"IISS!P!The!Military!Balance,!2016",!1P4.!
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FIGURE.3.–.Top.15.Defense.Budgets.in.2015.(in.US.billion.$),.Russia.4th!Source:!John!Chipman,!"IISS!P!The!Military!Balance,!2015",!4.!
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Additionally,!in!late!2015!Russia!and!Iran!discussed!a!deal!in!which!Russia!would!provide!Iran!with!a!new!SP300!air!defense!system.121!Although!this!process!was!delayed!by!sanctions,!the!point!to!be!made!here!is!that!such!an!action!portrays!Russia!as!a!steadfast!partner!of!its!allies!–!one!that!now!has!the!capacity!to!provide!arms!and!technology!to!
others!when!in!its!history!this!has!not!always!been!the!case.!Recalling!the!2008!Georgia!War,!Russia!obtained!arms!and!equipment!from!Georgian!forces!to!use!themselves,!and!historically!also!relied!on!countries!such!as!Spain,!Israel,!and!France,!to!purchase!more!highPtech!equipment.!Now,!seemingly,!Russia!is!less!dependent!on!other!actors!for!weapons!and!equipment,!and!is!in!the!position!to!manufacture!and!supply!others!with!new!systems.!Overall,!such!a!turn!demonstrates!an!improvement!in!Russia’s!military!capabilities.!Even!with!cutbacks!in!personnel,!Russia’s!significant!technological!growth!has!filled!and!exceeded!that!gap,!thereby!enabling!Russia!to!emerge!as!a!stronger!military!superpower!given!today’s!politicalPmilitary!climate.!
! Finally,!it!is!noteworthy!to!acknowledge!that!reports!such!as!the!IISS!Military!Balance!brief!and!other!scholarly!articles!warn!NATO!about!its!capacity!to!stay!up!to!par!with!Russia’s!improvements.!Statements!such!as!“Russia’s!recapitalization!of!its!cruisePmissile!inventory!raises!questions!as!to!NATO’s!ability!to!currently!defend!against!such!systems,”!as!well!as!“…now!training!needs!to!increase!against!radarPguided!airPdefense!missiles!like!Russia’s!SAP20!and!SAP21”!have!been!made!in!this!report!alone.122!In!the!previous!year’s!IISS!military!budget!report,!similar!concerns!were!addressed.123!Aside!from!IISS,!the!Brookings!piece!by!Steven!Pifer,!makes!the!claim!that!the!“United!States!has!to!pay!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!121!John!Chipman,!"IISS!P!The!Military!Balance,!2016",!2.!122!Ibid.!!123!Ibid.!
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attention.!Russia!may!be!a!power!in!longPterm!decline,!but!it!retains!the!capacity!to!make!significant!trouble.”124!Thus,!Russia’s!improving!military!capacity!is!being!felt!all!over!the!world,!and!such!qualitative!evidence!is!suggestive!of!the!fact!that!military!modernization!efforts!are!mostly!going!as!planned,!and!a!renewed!sense!of!military!might!for!Russia!is!resonating!both!near!and!far.!!
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5..CAPABILITIES.COMPARED:.THE.CASES.OF.AFGHANISTAN.AND.SYRIA:.
This&section&analyzes&the&changing&nature&of&Soviet&and&Russian&military&capabilities&
overtime&by&juxtaposing&the&1979&invasion&of&Afghanistan&with&the&current&intervention&in&
Syria.&First,&background&on&Russian&relations&in&the&Middle&East&is&provided&in&order&to&set&a&
foundation&for&the&analysis,&followed&by&a&discussion&of&the&similarities&and&differences&that&
are&present&between&the&two&conflicts.&Additionally,&military&capabilities&are&assessed&in&
relation&to&reforms&that&have&occurred&dealing&with&technological&breakthroughs&in&weapons&
and&equipment,&personnel&cuts,&better&training&and&living&conditions&given&the&smaller&
quantity&of&personnel,&and&more.&Notable&changes&have&also&occurred&with&regard&to&the&
prevailing&military&ideology&as&evidenced&by&President&Putin’s&current&strategy&of&“no&boots&on&
the&ground.”&Moreover,&the&most&recent&events&involving&Russia’s&withdrawal&from&Syria&and&
associated&implications&of&this&decision&on&Russia’s&character&of&military&leadership&are&
discussed.&Finally,&claims&made&by&scholars&and&military&experts&attesting&to&Russia’s&military&
empowerment&and&its&overall&improvement&in&executing&operations&are&evaluated.&! !
5.1.BACKGROUND)–)MIDDLE)EASTERN)RELATIONS!In!an!attempt!to!further!the!core!analysis!being!presented!in!this!work,!a!juxtaposition!of!the!1979!Soviet!invasion!of!Afghanistan!and!the!current!invasion!of!Syria!warrants!some!attention.!The!Soviet!Union’s!decision!to!invade!Afghanistan!in!the!late!1970s!undoubtedly!proved!detrimental!both!in!terms!of!casualties!and!overall!Soviet!military!reputation.!As!will!be!discussed!in!the!following!pages,!the!ends!did!not!justify!the!means!as!Soviet!preparedness!and!capacity!was!not!very!masterful.!
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! To!begin,!some!background!should!be!provided!about!the!Soviet!Union’s!relationship!with!the!Middle!East!in!the!1970s.!Russia’s!overall!goal!in!the!region!was!to!support!the!Communist!regime!and!promote!its!rise!to!power.!After!a!coup!in!1978!brought!the!People’s!Democratic!Party!of!Afghanistan!to!power,!whose!ideology!was!mainly!Communist!in!nature,!Afghan!Islamists!began!challenging!Afghan!Communists.125!A!year!later!in!1979,!an!Islamist!revolution!occurred!in!Iran!that!resulted!in!the!United!States!losing!control!over!the!region.!The!king!who!came!to!power,!King!Mohammad!Reza!Pahlavi,!was!still!friendly!with!the!United!States!after!assuming!his!role.126!However,!Islamist!radicals!quickly!overthrew!the!King,!and!took!actions!to!nationalize!the!oil!industry!and!essentially!ruin!relations!between!Iran!and!the!West!by!breaking!alliances!and!international!agreements!that!were!in!place.127!Additionally,!during!this!time!the!Soviets!did!not!side!with!the!West.!Instead,!they!supported!and!armed!Saddam!Hussein,!who!was!the!socialist!dictator!of!Iraq!and!an!enemy!of!Iran.128!Furthermore,!the!resource!rich!region!of!Saudi!Arabia!was!also!in!a!fragile!position!due!to!the!neighboring!conflict!brewing!in!Iran!and!Iraq,!thereby!alarming!the!United!States!about!a!spill!over,!which!would!jeopardize!its!strategic!interests!there!(i.e.!oil!reserves).!The!Carter!Doctrine!of!1980!produced!by!the!United!States!thereby!threatened!the!Soviets!that!if!they!went!into!Saudi!Arabia,!the!United!States!would!respond!by!going!to!war.129!Following!in!1982,!more!opposition!movements!sprung!up!against!communism!in!Iran,!which!was!the!cause!of!great!alarm!among!the!Soviets.!Iran’s!communist!party,!the!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!125!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!"The!Russian!Expeditions!in!Afghanistan!(1979)!and!Syria!(2015):!A!Comparison",!Word&Press!(Oct.!9!2015),!8.!126!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!3.!127!Ibid.!128!Ibid.!129!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!9.!
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Tudeh!Party,!was!outlawed,!and!opposition!groups!killed!many!Iranian!communists!as!well.130!Coupled!with!the!Iran’s!nationalization!of!oil!companies,!tensions!between!the!Soviets!and!the!Islamists!of!Iran!quickly!escalated.131!Overall,!the!Soviet!invasion!in!Afghanistan!was!precipitated!by!a!strong!desire!to!spread!communism!abroad.!In!addition!to!this,!the!Soviets!also!wanted!to!maintain!control!over!the!rich!oil!and!gas!resources!that!were!in!the!region,!particularly!those!located!near!the!former!Soviet!colonies!of!Turkmenistan!and!Kazakhstan.132!The!United!States,!however,!saw!the!Soviet!presence!in!Afghanistan!as!a!threat!to!its!interests!in!Saudi!Arabia!because!after!the!loss!of!Iraq!and!Iran,!the!West!wanted!to!keep!that!at!the!very!least.133!Thus,!Soviet!strategic!interests!and!a!motivation!to!maintain!its!geopolitical!presence!in!the!region!paved!the!road!for!a!series!of!military!initiatives!that!followed.!!
5.2)DISCUSSING)AFGHANISTAN)V.)SYRIA)In!assessing!the!Afghanistan!and!Syria!crises,!a!few!notable!similarities!and!differences!are!necessary!to!lay!out!prior!to!analyzing!Soviet!and!Russian!capabilities.!First,!President!Putin!was!the!first!leader!since!former!President!Brezhnev!who!sent!military!aircrafts!on!bomb!strikes!outside!of!the!area!known!as!the!former!USSR.134!In!the!case!of!Syria,!contrary!to!the!objective!in!Afghanistan,!Russia!does!not!wish!to!control!the!entire!area.!In!Syria,!Russia!is!mainly!interested!in!protecting!socialist!dictator!Bashar!al!Assad!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!130!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!8.!131!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!6P7.!132!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!8.!133!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!9.!134!"A!New!Spectacle!For!The!Masses;!Russia!In!Syria",!The&Economist!(Oct.!3,!2015),!http://proxy.library.upenn.edu:2132/printviewfile?accountid=14707.!
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against!those!who!are!opposed!to!his!leadership.135!Furthermore,!Russia!currently!has!stronger!alliances!compared!to!those!during!the!late!1970s,!such!as!the!support!of!China!and!the!added!benefit!that!American!interests!are!no!longer!aligned!with!Turkish!and!Saudi!ones.136!Thus,!Russia!can!conduct!smaller!operations!in!Syria!than!it!had!done!in!Afghanistan,!and!has!a!firmer!position!given!its!interests!and!alliances.!Nonetheless,!a!common!factor!of!both!invasions!is!that!Russia!still!faces!the!challenge!of!finding!a!common!ground!between!its!regional!interests!and!promoting!stability!overall.137!!Next,!the!Russian!Deputy!Foreign!Minister!at!the!time!of!the!Afghanistan!intervention,!G.M.!Kornienko,!noted!that!the!decision!to!intervene!in!the!region!was!reactionary!in!nature!and!predicated!on!the!desire!to!stabilize!and!“Sovietize”!Afghanistan.138!This!decision!came!after!the!Soviet!Union!learned!about!NATO’s!aim!to!send!American!medium!range!missiles!into!Europe.139!Similarly,!Russia!today!is!concerned!with!maintaining!the!status!quo!in!the!Middle!East!and!keeping!its!client!relationships!in!the!region.!In!fact,!many!articles!attest!to!this,!claiming!that!Russia’s!“approach!today!is!more!conservative!and!guarded!–!some!might!even!say!reactionary…the!focus!today!is!more!on!preserving!the!status!quo!and!‘freezing!the!conflict.’”140!Therefore,!reactionary!actions!and!an!objective!to!stabilize!the!status!quo!resonate!in!both!the!Afghanistan!and!Syria!cases.!Given!this!background,!Soviet!military!capabilities!in!Afghanistan!can!now!be!compared!with!current!Russian!capabilities!in!Syria!after!modernization!programs!have!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!135!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!12.!136!Iakovos!Alhadeff,!“The!Russian!Expeditions”,!14.!137!!Oleg!Kulakov,!"Lessons!Learned!from!the!Soviet!Intervention!in!Afghanistan:!Implications!for!Russian!Defense!Reform",!Academic&Research&Branch&J&NATO/OTAN&!(2006),!1.!138!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!2.!139!Ibid.!140!Sergey!Markedonov,!"Syria!2015:!Echoes!of!Afghanistan!1979?",!Russia&Direct!(Oct.!1!2015),!http://www.russiaPdirect.org/opinion/syriaP2015PechoesPafghanistanP1979.!
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occurred.!In!1979!when!the!Soviet!Union!invaded!Afghanistan,!the!first!striking!indicator!of!their!poor!performance!was!their!overall!lack!of!an!exit!strategy!and!a!clear,!strategic!objective.141!Consequently,!many!of!the!strategies!and!tactics!were!developed!cum&opus&
fuerit,!or!as!the!need!arose.!Four!tactical!innovations!that!proved!to!be!useful!came!out!of!this,!including!the!armed!group!concept,!the!bounding!overwatch!maneuver,!new!air!strike!tactics,!and!enveloping!detachments.142!Furthermore,!because!the!Afghan!region!was!very!mountainous!and!the!Soviet!Union!was!ill!prepared!to!deal!with!this!nonPlinear!battlefield,!many!traditional!formations!for!its!ground!force!units!were!unsuccessful.!As!a!result,!the!Soviet!Union!had!to!redefine!traditional!unit!formations!and!learn!to!be!more!flexible!to!adapt!in!such!situations.143!Undoubtedly,!the!Soviets!had!a!lot!to!deal!with!and!amend!while!already!on!the!battlefield,!which!inevitably!cost!them!a!lot!of!time!and!lives.!In!comparison!to!today,!a!lot!has!changed!with!regard!to!Russia’s!clear!preparedness!and!tactical!capabilities.!Russia!has!a!clear!objective!(i.e.!to!support!Assad),!and!has!outlined!the!majority!of!its!strategies!and!objectives!in!great!detail,!making!all!of!this!information!known!to!the!public.144!Among!these!training!exercises!were!helicopter!deployments!of!rockets!and!bombs!against!ground!targets,!air!and!ground!cooperation!training,!and!flying!simulations!with!one!engine!off!to!see!what!to!do!if!an!engine!failure!occurs.145!Thus,!in!recognition!of!the!lack!of!preparedness!that!became!a!reality!during!the!Afghanistan!crisis,!Russia!is!taking!the!initiative!to!be!better!prepared!for!what!lies!ahead!in!Syria!via!training!and!exercises!that!are!being!shown!to!the!international!community.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!141!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!1.!142!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!3.!143!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!4.!144!Bill!Powell,!"How!Putin!Wins!Syria",!Newsweek!(Oct.!6!2015),!http://www.newsweek.com/2015/10/16/howPvladimirPputinPwinsPsyriaP380090.html.!
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Next,!to!add!to!the!Soviet!lack!of!military!preparedness!and!overall!capabilities!in!1979,!it!is!interesting!to!address!how!climate!and!terrain!worked!against!the!Soviet!troops.!As!previously!mentioned,!the!very!mountainous!terrain,!hot!climate,!and!unconventional!enemy!forces!(by!European!standards)!were!“entirely!different!from!what!the!Soviet!armed!forces!had!prepared!for.”146!The!mujahideen,!or!Afghan!armed!forces,!took!the!Soviets!by!surprise!because!they!didn’t!fight!a!traditional!EuropeanPstyle!war!that!the!Soviet!forces!were!anticipating.147!In!contrast,!Russian!armed!forces!are!currently!having!an!easier!time!in!Syria!as!far!as!the!terrain!is!concerned!since!it!is!much!flatter!there.!As!stated!by!scholar!and!writer!Yegor!Kholmogorov,!“There!are!practically!no!mountains!to!contend!with!in!Syria.”148!Russia!also!has!the!advantage!of!better!technology!today!compared!to!1979,!which!is!an!added!bonus!when!dealing!with!difficult!terrain!and!climate!conditions.!Next,!in!Afghanistan!the!air!assault!and!helicopter!capabilities!were!also!not!fully!up!to!par!at!the!start!of!the!war,!and!had!to!be!gradually!improved!during!the!war!process!itself.149!The!Soviet!forces!experienced!shortages!in!proper!technology!systems!and!equipment,!lack!of!a!wellPtrained!personnel!base,!and!“the!Command’s!preference!for!largePscale!operations!often!got!in!the!way!of!tactical!efficiency.”150!The!most!impressive!systems!that!were!considered!new!and!were!introduced!during!the!tenPyear!period!of!the!war!included!the!TIFV!2,!the!APC!80,!the!Mi!8T!helicopter,!the!SuP25!ground!support!aircraft,!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!145!Bill!Powell,!"How!Putin!Wins!Syria”.!146!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!3.!147!Ibid.!148!Yegor!Kholmogorov,!"Why!Syria!Is!No!Second!Afghanistan!for!Russia",!Russia&Insider!(Sept.!29!2015),!http://russiaPinsider.com/en/military/whyPsyriaPnoPsecondPafghanistanPrussia/ri10028.!149!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!3.!150!Ibid.!
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the!ASU!74!assault!rifles,!and!new!helmets!and!mine!clearing!gear!for!ground!troops.151!Even!though!this!new!equipment!was!produced!and!utilized,!there!was!a!marginal!improvement!in!Soviet!capabilities!as!many!changes!were!being!made!during!the!war!itself,!requiring!quick!turnaround!in!training!personnel!to!use!the!new!equipment!effectively.!As!TABLE!4!below!shows,!there!were!still!significant!casualties!and!injuries!that!resulted!despite!this!new!equipment!and!technology!that!was!provided,!which!points!to!an!overall!weak!trend!in!capabilities.!In!comparison!to!Russia’s!current!intervention!in!Syria,!President!Putin!has!called!for!a!policy!of!no!boots!on!the!ground,!using!mainly!air!strikes!to!carry!out!operations.152!Although!some!claim!that!the!main!reason!for!this!is!Putin’s!“fear!of!awakening!painful!memories!of!the!Soviet!debacle!in!Afghanistan”153,!a!stronger!defense!can!be!made!for!the!extraordinary!improvement!in!Russian!air!capabilities!since!1979,!with!aircrafts!and!systems!that!even!shock!NATO!and!the!West.!!!!!!!!
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.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!151!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!4.!152!Sergey!Markedonov,!"Syria!2015:!Echoes!of!Afghanistan!1979?”.!153!"A!New!Spectacle!For!The!Masses;!Russia!In!Syria",!The&Economist.!
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TABLE.4.–.Soviet.Losses.in.Afghanistan,.1979T1989.Source:!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!5.!!! For!starters,!the!pace!of!air!strikes!in!Syria!has!been!pretty!high.!Russia!averaged!about!45!air!defense!strikes!in!October!that!were!executed!by!34!fixedPwing!aircrafts!and!16!helicopters.154!Additionally,!Russia!has!been!working!with!both!Syrian!and!Iranian!ground!forces!to!coordinate!strikes,!including!air!strikes!at!night!that!involve!drones.155156!Michael!Kofman,!an!analyst!with!the!CNA!Corporation!claimed!that!this!portrays!a!“tangible!leap!for!Russia!into!a!mix!of!1990s!and!even!current!Western!combat!ability.”157!Additionally,!the!SuP35!jets!that!Russia!has!deployed!also!are!said!to!technologically!exceed!aircrafts!manufactured!by!the!West.158!Thus,!it!is!evident!that!the!technological!superiority!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!154!Dmitry!Gorenburg,!"Russia's!Syria!Operation!Reveals!Significant!Improvement!In!Military!Capability”,!The&Interpreter!(Nov.!13!2015),!http://www.lowyinterpreter.org/post/2015/11/13/RussiasPSyriaPoperationPrevealsPsignificantPimprovementPinPmilitaryPcapability.aspx.!155!Ibid.!156!Steven!Lee!Myers!and!Eric!Schmitt,!“Russian!Military!Uses!Syria!as!Proving!Ground,!and!the!West!Takes!Notice”.!157!Ibid.!158!Nikolai!Shevchenko,!"Leaked!NATO!Report!Praises!‘Professionalism’!Of!Russia’s!Air!Force!In!Syria",!Russia&Beyond&The&Headlines&(March!9,!2016),!http://rbth.com/international/2016/03/09/leakedPnatoPreportPpraisesPprofessionalismPofPrussiasPairPforcePinPsyria_574179.!
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that!Russia!is!showcasing!corresponds!to!Russia’s!overall!improvement!in!its!military!capabilities!and!is!being!noticed!by!experts!abroad.!
! Moreover,!precision!and!accurate!targeting!has!plagued!the!Russian!military!during!the!Afghanistan!War!and!even!during!the!Georgian!War!in!2008,!but!these!capabilities!have!since!been!showing!improvement.!In!Afghanistan,!the!Soviet!forces!had!a!difficult!time!identifying!the!enemy.159!As!previously!mentioned,!the!mujahideen!forces!rose!drastically!in!numbers!during!the!duration!of!the!war,!from!45,000!in!1981P1983!to!150,000!by!1986,!and!employed!tactics!unfamiliar!to!EuropeanPstyle!war.!160!As!a!result,!the!Soviets!had!a!tough!time!locating!and!weakening!them.!Current!reports,!however,!show!that!precision!systems!and!difficulty!locating!enemies!are!no!longer!an!issue.!In!addition!to!Russia!receiving!Syrian!intelligence,!its!aircrafts!have!also!been!equipped!with!statePofPthePart!precisionPguided!munitions!(PGMs)!for!the!first!time!in!its!history.161!In!application,!these!systems!have!allowed!Russian!forces!to!find!and!eliminate!weapon!storages!that!opposition!groups!took!from!government!forces!in!the!very!beginning.162!According!to!Michael!Kofman,!the!target!range!and!precision!of!Russia’s!cruise!missiles,!a!range!of!over!900!miles,!represents!“a!technological!leap!that!could!prove!worrisome!for!military!commanders!in!NATO.”!163!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!159!Oleg!Kulakov,!“Lessons!Learned”,!4.!160!Ibid.!161!Dmitry!Gorenburg,!"Russia's!Syria!Operation!Reveals!Significant!Improvement!In!Military!Capability”.!162!Ibid.!163!Steven!Lee!Myers!and!Eric!Schmitt,!“Russian!Military!Uses!Syria!as!Proving!Ground,!and!West!Takes!Notice”.!
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According!to!the!most!recent!news,!President!Putin!has!issued!a!withdrawal!of!“the!main!part”!of!Russia’s!military!forces!from!Syria.164!Although!the!act!of!withdrawal!may!initially!come!off!as!a!sign!of!weakness!to!some,!this!decision!by!Putin!has!instead!showed!a!level!of!confidence!and!leadership!on!the!side!of!the!Russian!armed!forces!by!taking!command!of!the!situation.!First,!Russia’s!decision!to!withdraw!troops!from!Syria!signals!that!Russia!feels!like!it!has!done!its!duty!of!protecting!Assad’s!regime!from!falling!apart!during!the!last!six!months.165!Putin!has!claimed!that!he!believes!“that!the!task!put!before!the!defense!ministry!and!Russian!armed!forces!has,!on!the!whole,!been!fulfilled.”166!Russia!had!a!clear!mission!of!enabling!Assad’s!people!to!be!represented!and!preventing!the!Syrian!regime!from!collapsing,!and!now!that!it!has!felt!that!it!has!contributed!significantly!to!this,!Russia!is!being!cautious!not!to!overdo!it!so!that!Assad!feels!compelled!to!behave!responsibly!during!peace!talks.167!!According!to!Mark!Galeotti,!a!professor!of!global!affairs!at!New!York!University,!Russia!has!“stabilized!the!regime,!turned!momentum!around!on!the!battlefield!so!the!regime!has!the!upper!hand,!and!now!we’ve!got!ceasefire!and!political!talks”168,!which!is!exactly!what!Russia!wanted.!Overall,!this!demonstrates!a!sense!of!Russian!independence!and!dominance!over!the!situation,!as!well!as!great!military!power.!Salim!alPMuslat,!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!164!Denis!Dyomkin!and!Suleiman!AlPKhalidi,!“Putin!Says!Russians!to!Start!Withdrawing!From!Syria,!As!Peace!Talks!Resume”,!Reuters!(March!22!2016),!http://www.reuters.com/article/usPmideastPcrisisPsyriaPrussiaPpulloutPidUSKCN0WG23C.!165!Patrick!Wintour!and!Shaum!Walker,!“Vladimir!Putin!Orders!Russian!Forces!to!Begin!Withdrawal!From!Syria”,!The&Guardian&(March!15!2016),!http://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/14/vladimirPputinPordersPwithdrawalPrussianPtroopsPsyria.!!166!Denis!Dyomkin!and!Suleiman!AlPKhalidi,!“Putin!Says!Russians!to!Start!Withdrawing!From!Syria,!As!Peace!Talks!Resume”.!167!Maxim!Trudolyubov!“Why!Putin!Made!a!Hasty!Retreat!From!Syria”,!Newsweek!(March!22!2016),!http://www.newsweek.com/whyPputinPmadePhastyPretreatPsyriaP439081.!168!Patrick!Wintour!and!Shaum!Walker,!“Vladimir!Putin!Orders!Russian!Forces!to!Begin!Withdrawal!From!Syria”.!
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spokesman!for!the!rebel!high!negotiations!committee!further!stated,!“If!this!is!a!serious!step,!it!will!form!a!major!element!of!pressure!on!the!regime!because!the!Russian!support!prolonged!the!regime.”169!Thus,!it!is!clear!that!Russia’s!withdrawal,!although!the!exact!withdrawal!date!of!all!troops!remains!vague,!is!a!conscious!act!to!remind!Assad!that!it!cannot!do!all!of!the!work!for!him!and!that!Russia!has!done!a!significant!amount!already.!Last,!some!scholars!view!Putin’s!decision!to!withdraw!as!a!bargaining!tool!that!shows!“that!the!Russian!military!is!back.”170!Many!believe!that!the!intervention!in!Syria!served!as!a!channel!through!which!Russia!could!demonstrate!its!military!modernization!and!advanced!capabilities.!Putin!himself!stated!that!the!Syrian!mission!has!“served!as!an!excellent!proving!ground!for!Russia’s!refurbished!weaponry.”171!Overall,!the!recent!events!regarding!Putin’s!latest!action!in!Syria!serves!as!a!realPtime!example!of!Russia’s!improved!military!capacity!and!confidence.!!
5.3)SUMMARY)Indeed,!Russia’s!military!capability!as!it!currently!stands!has!greatly!benefited!from!the!lessons!learned!during!the!Afghanistan!War!of!1979.!Although!the!war!seemed!like!a!great!failure!at!the!time,!it!has!nevertheless!provided!Russia!with!the!opportunity!to!improve!itself!in!the!channels!of!technological!innovation,!air!and!ground!coordination,!personnel!training,!modernization!of!equipment!and!arms,!improvements!in!tactical!innovations,!and!much!more.!Additionally,!even!though!many!Russians!are!still!weary!of!the!country!getting!involved!in!the!Middle!East!again!with!memories!of!Afghanistan!still!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!169!Patrick!Wintour!and!Shaum!Walker,!“Vladimir!Putin!Orders!Russian!Forces!to!Begin!Withdrawal!From!Syria”.!170!Maxim!Trudolyubov!“Why!Putin!Made!a!Hasty!Retreat!From!Syria”.!171!Ibid.!
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fresh!in!their!minds,!the!intervention!in!Syria,!as!Putin!stated!himself,!could!“send!a!message!to!the!United!States!and!the!West!about!the!restoration!of!the!country’s!military!prowess!and!global!reach!after!decades!of!postPSoviet!decay.”172!Accordingly,!the!Russian!military!has!greatly!improved!its!capacity!to!target!enemies!and!execute!operations!with!new!equipment!that!makes!the!use!of!large!conventional!forces!quite!obsolete.!It’s!capability!is!acknowledged!by!military!powers!worldwide,!and!demonstrates!that!sometimes!less!personnel,!but!personnel!who!are!better!trained!to!use!the!advanced!technology,!can!deliver!the!result!of!improved!capabilities!overall.!As!Micah!Zenko,!a!senior!fellow!at!the!Council!on!Foreign!Relations!stated,!“We!are!going!to!school!on!what!the!Russian!military!is!capable!of!today.”173!!!!!!!!!
.
.
.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!172!Steven!Lee!Myers!and!Eric!Schmitt,!“Russian!Military!Uses!Syria!as!Proving!Ground,!and!West!Takes!Notice”.!173!Ibid.!
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6..ASSESSING.SOVIET/RUSSIAN.ATTITUDES:.
This&section&evaluates&Soviet&and&Russian&attitudes&towards&the&military&establishment&
and&one’s&duty&to&serve.&In&particular,&changes&in&Soviet&and&Russian&loyalty&and&commitment&
towards&service&are&assessed&overtime,&given&the&nature&of&more&recent&reforms&aimed&at&
streamlining&the&personnel&base&and&improving&their&overall&living&conditions.&The&concept&of&
loyalty&is&defined&using&its&counterpart,&disloyalty,&which&refers&to&the&breaking&of&bonds&for&
selfJserving&reasons.&Interestingly&enough,&attitudes&towards&service&duty&have&been&
persistently&unfavorable&among&Russia’s&youth&with&an&emphasis&on&disloyal&actions&and&
sentiments&such&as&draft&evasion&and&deferments.&However,&some&improvements&in&these&
attitudes&have&occurred&during&periods&such&as&the&2008&war&with&Georgia,&as&well&as&more&
recently&under&Putin’s&reforms&(although&some&may&argue&that&a&lack&of&loyalty&and&
compliance&still&dominates).&Additionally,&organization&theory&is&used&to&establish&a&
connection&between&one’s&loyalty&towards&service,&personnel&compliance&and&commitment,&
and&the&overall&effectiveness&of&Russia’s&military&capabilities.&Attitudes&of&Military&Industrial&
Complex&workers&in&the&company&town&of&KomsomolskJnaJAmure&are&further&discussed,&
followed&by&quantitative&polling&data&assessing&recent&attitudes&and&trust&towards&service&
duty.&The&overall&nature&of&this&analysis,&however,&is&tricky&given&the&inherent&fear&among&the&
Russian&people&to&publically&express&their&genuine&sentiments&in&surveys&and&polls.&
.
6.1)DEFINING)LOYALTY)Perhaps!the!most!challenging!part!of!this!study!deals!with!the!assessment!of!Russian!attitudes,!particularly!in!terms!of!loyalty,!towards!military!service!both!as!it!is!seen!by!those!who!are!serving!or!have!the!potential!to!serve,!and!also!by!other!Russian!citizens!
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that!make!up!the!general!population.174!Before!delving!into!the!analysis!head!on,!however,!it!is!important!to!define!what!is!meant!by!‘loyalty’!for!the!purposes!of!this!study.!According!to!scholar!and!military!expert!Coleman,!the!definition!of!loyalty!can!take!on!many!forms!and!is!therefore!difficult!to!define!because!it!can!take!on!so!many!different!meanings!for!the!individual!involved.175!The!individualistic!nature!of!loyalty,!therefore,!calls!for!a!different!approach!in!defining!it,!particularly!framing!it!in!terms!of!what!is!meant!by!“disloyal.”!Someone!who!commits!an!act!that!is!disloyal,!or!acts!in!a!disloyal!way,!breaks!the!bonds!of!loyalty!for!reasons!that!are!selfPserving.176!In!relation!to!the!study!of!loyalty!towards!military!service!in!Russia,!one!can!apply!this!definition!to!mean!that!attitudes!of!loyalty!are!reflected!in!the!bonds!expressed!by!servicemen!to!other!servicemen,!by!servicemen!to!their!commanders!and!others!in!positions!of!authority,!and/or!by!servicemen!to!their!unit,!division,!etc.!Any!break!in!this!bond!for!selfPserving!reasons,!such!as!those!involving!matters!of!health,!education,!the!fear!of!hazing!or!harassment,!poor!living!conditions,!and!others!qualifies!as!a!‘disloyal’!act.!This!disloyal!act!can!further!be!qualified!as!a!lack!of!compliance!and!commitment!towards!the!military!institution,!thereby!weakening!overall!capabilities.!As!explained!by!scholar!Amitai!Etzioni,!“an!organization!requires!the!commitment!of!its!member!in!order!to!operate!efficiently.”177Additionally,!for!already!weak!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!174!Data!for!this!was!difficult!to!come!by,!so!anything!that!involved!Russian!attitudes!towards!the!military!or!army,!and!the!duty!to!serve!was!considered!in!the!analysis.!This!include!both!those!who!do!serve,!youth!who!are!considering!military!service,!and!the!general!population!including!families!of!those!who!have!to!send!off!their!sons,!brothers,!close!relatives!to!the!armed!forces.!175!Stephen!Coleman,!"The!Problems!of!Duty!and!Loyalty",!Journal&of&Military&Ethics!(2009),!5.!176!Stephen!Coleman,!“The!Problems!of!Duty!and!Loyalty”,!6.!177!Amitai!Etzioni,!Comparative&Analysis&of&Complex&Organizations!(New!York:!Free!Press,!1975),!196.!
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organizations,!it!is!particularly!important!for!the!commitment!of!its!members!to!be!even!stronger!in!order!to!make!up!for!this!weakness.178!Another!important!point!to!be!made!is!that!during!military!training,!no!one!explains!to!military!personnel!what!exactly!is!meant!by!‘loyalty’,!even!though!it!is!regarded!as!one!of!the!most!important!virtues!of!military!service.!As!a!result,!military!personnel!are!“forced!to!rely!on!their!own!everyday!understanding!of!loyalty!when!interpreting!virtues.”179!Inevitably,!this!leads!to!problems!because!one’s!views!of!a!loyal!action!can!be!interpreted!as!disloyal!by!someone!else.!Furthermore,!there!is!also!a!notable!distinction!between!‘duty’,!or!the!course!of!action!in!a!given!situation,!and!‘loyalty’,!the!ethnically!correct!option!as!seen!by!the!person!conducting!the!action.180!Many!times,!duty!and!loyalty!seem!to!be!at!odds!with!each!other!when!dealing!with!military!duty!specifically.!Bearing!in!mind!such!nuances!and!the!established!definitions!for!loyalty!and!duty,!a!better!assessment!of!Russian!attitudes!towards!military!service!and!the!military!institution!as!a!whole!can!follow.!!!
6.2)BACKGROUND)–)LOYALTY)AND)THE)MILITARY)To!start,!some!history!on!Soviet!and!Russian!attitudes!towards!military!service!duty!is!provided.!Article!132!and!133!of!the!1936!Soviet!Constitution!states,!“Military!service!in!the!Red!Workers’!and!Peasants’!Army!is!an!honorable!duty!of!the!citizens!of!the!USSR”!and!“to!defend!the!fatherland!is!the!sacred!duty!of!every!citizen!of!the!USSR.”181!In!essence,!military!service!was!seen!as!a!universal!law!and!one!of!great!honor!and!prestige.!Basic!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!178!Amitai!Etzioni,!Comparative&Analysis&of&Complex&Organizations,!196P197.!179!Stephen!Coleman,!“The!Problems!of!Duty!and!Loyalty”,!7.!180!Stephen!Coleman,!“The!Problems!of!Duty!and!Loyalty”,!8.!181!“1936!Constitution!of!the!USSR”,!Bucknell!University!(1996)!http://www.departments.bucknell.edu/russian/const/36cons04.html.!
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military!education!was!provided!during!both!grade!school!and!college!years!for!eligible!males!in!an!attempt!to!instill!military!discipline!and!ideology!into!the!minds!of!citizens!willing!to!serve.182!Overtime,!however,!as!military!prestige!and!professionalism!declined!and!Soviet!military!ideology!faced!opposition!with!regard!to!reform,!so!did!the!associated!honor!that!emotionally!bound!one!to!his!duty!to!serve.!Although!organizations!still!exist!today!that!serve!to!educate!young!citizens!about!the!military,!such!as!ROSTO!(Russian!Defense,!Sport,!and!Technical!Society),!studies!conducted!more!recently!have!shown!that!levels!of!military!preparedness!have!been!declining!among!Russia’s!youth.183!What,!in!turn,!does!this!mean!with!regard!to!the!attitudes!and!loyalty!of!Russian!citizens!towards!military!service!and!associated!capabilities?!!
6.3)CHANGING)ATTITUDES)–)SOVIET)&)POSTASOVIET)ERA))Scholar!V.V.!Shevtsov!conducted!a!study!in!2004!focusing!on!youth!attitudes!towards!military!service!among!grade!school!students!and!college!students!in!an!attempt!to!evaluate!trends!over!the!twentyPyear!period!between!1984P2004.!Several!findings!are!notable!for!the!purposes!of!assessing!loyalty!in!this!study.!First,!Shevtsov!found!that!during!this!twentyPyear!period,!the!category!of!youth!“readiness!to!serve!voluntarily!in!the!armed!forces”!dropped!3.4!times!among!grade!school!students,!and!a!shocking!46!times!among!college!students!(see!TABLE!5,!below).184!More!striking,!perhaps,!is!the!indicator!titled!“Attitudes!toward!military!service,”!in!TABLE!5!that!shows!that!55.3%!of!grade!school!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!182!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!The&Journal&of&Slavic&Military&
Studies!(2011),!10.!183!Ibid.!184!V.!V.!Shevtsov,!“School!and!College!Students’!Attitudes!Toward!Military!Service",!Russian&
Education&and&Society!(2007),!2.!
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students!and!67.5%!of!college!students!have!negative!attitudes!towards!their!duty!to!serve.!Overall,!this!is!a!great!contrast!compared!to!the!percentages!for!this!category!in!1984!(8.3%!and!9.6%,!respectively),!and!has!to!do!with!several!factors!including!the!decline!in!preparedness!to!serve!that!the!Russian!youth!feels.!!!!!
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TABLE.5.–.1984.v..2004:.Comparison.of.Attitudes.Towards.Military.Service.Among.
Grade.School.and.College.Students!Source:!V.!V.!Shevtsov,!“School!and!College!Students’!Attitudes!Toward!Military!Service,!3.!!!!
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Other!reasons!that!Shevtsov!provides!for!such!high!instances!of!negative!attitudes!among!the!Russian!youth!include,!in!order!of!relevance,!a!decline!in!prestige!associated!with!service,!the!knowledge!of!instances!of!harassment!(dedovshchina)!that!occur!among!military!ranks,!and!the!reality!of!having!to!participate!in!local!armed!conflicts.185!Furthermore,!to!fastPforward!four!years!to!2008,!the!numbers!show!that!of!the!400,000!to!600,000!men!who!were!drafted!annually,!approximately!30,000!to!40,000!evade!the!draft.186!These!numbers!do!not!include!medical!deferments!that!account!for!60%!of!evasion!by!eligible!men.187!Additionally,!approximately!three!times!more!college!students!evade!service!compared!to!grade!school!students.188!Thus,!in!light!of!the!definition!of!loyalty!as!previously!explained,!there!is!an!increasing!trend!of!servicemen!and!potential!servicemen!(i.e.!the!youth)!who!abandoned!service!for!selfPserving!reasons!in!the!early!2000s.!This!lack!of!commitment!is!further!harmful!to!the!overall!efficiency!and!effectiveness!of!the!military!as!a!whole.189!! V.V.!Shevtsov’s!analysis!further!involves!a!more!detailed!assessment!looking!into!various!categories!of!attitudes!towards!military!service!and!levels!of!preparedness!by!grade!school!and!college!students!(see!TABLE!6,!below).!As!evidenced!by!this!table,!12.2%!of!grade!school!students,!35.7%!of!college!students,!and!16.8%!of!college!students!already!in!military!departments!claimed!that!they!are!unwilling!to!serve!and!will!try!to!evade!service!by!any!means!possible.!Additionally,!46.7%!of!grade!school!students,!55.8%!of!college!students,!and!35.2%!of!college!students!in!military!departments!responded!that!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!185!V.!V.!Shevtsov,!“School!and!College!Students’!Attitudes!Toward!Military!Service",!5.!186!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!27.!187!Ibid.!188!V.!V.!Shevtsov,!“School!and!College!Students’!Attitudes!Toward!Military!Service",!4.!189!Amitai!Etzioni,!Comparative&Analysis&of&Complex&Organizations,!196.!
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they!do!not!want!to!serve!“but!will!have!to.”!In!contrast!to!the!honor!and!prestige!associated!with!the!duty!to!serve!during!Soviet!times,!the!markedly!low!positive!responses!by!grade!school!and!college!students!for!the!category!of!acquiring!a!military!training!specialty!(0%!and!3.3%,!respectively)!further!emphasizes!the!negative!attitudes!the!youth!holds!towards!the!military!institution.!Overall,!this!is!especially!troubling!because!this!age!group!consists!of!young!adults!who!Russia!relies!on!to!comprise!the!armed!forces!in!the!near!future!and!thereby!keep!it!relevant.!!! Finally,!a!very!interesting!fact!found!by!Shevtsov!was!that!a!common!factor!present!in!both!types!of!students’!responses!was!the!fear!of!conscript!service!in!general.190!Whether!this!fear!was!a!product!of!being!‘brainwashed’!by!the!media!about!harassment!cases,!poor!health!and!living!conditions,!bad!food,!reports!of!suicides!and!killings!among!unit!men!(which!qualifies!as!a!disloyal!act!in!itself),!there!was!an!overall!substantial!increase!in!negative!attitudes!towards!military!service!in!the!twenty!year!period!being!assessed.191!One!can!go!on!to!conclude!that!this!inherent!fear!is!a!selfPserving!reason!behind!potential!servicemen’s!desire!to!evade!service,!showing!an!overall!weak!sense!of!loyalty!towards!the!military!that!further!impairs!capabilities.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!190!V.!V.!Shevtsov,!“School!and!College!Students’!Attitudes!Toward!Military!Service",!6.!191!V.!V.!Shevtsov,!“School!and!College!Students’!Attitudes!Toward!Military!Service",!7.!
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TABLE.6.–.Military.Attitudes.and.Preparedness.Assessment:.Grade.School.vs..College.
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6.4)THE)CASE)OF)KOMSOMOLKANAAAMURE)Moreover,!this!was!not!only!the!case!for!Russian!youth,!but!also!for!older!generations!and!workers!involved!in!the!Military!Industrial!Complex!(MIC)!as!described!by!scholar!Allison!Evans.!A!particularly!notable!example!of!the!low!morale!and!discontent!among!military!workers!and!particularly!those!involved!in!the!Military!Industrial!Complex!(MIC)!can!be!drawn!from!the!protests!that!occurred!in!Russian!company!towns!in!the!1990s.!In!particular,!Evans!writes!about!the!protests!that!arose!in!KomsomolskPnaPAmure,!a!company!town!whose!economy!is!heavily!dependent!on!two!major!factories!that!contribute!to!the!defense!industry!–!one!dedicated!to!producing!aircrafts!and!the!other!dedicated!to!manufacturing!ships.192!The!136!protests!of!angry!workers!that!began!in!KomsomolskPnaPAmure!were!of!a!larger!scale!than!those!that!occurred!in!other!places,!and!even!involved!episodes!of!longPterm!hunger!strikes!that!caught!the!attention!of!the!international!media.193!What!factors,!then,!sparked!such!opposition?!
! According!to!Evans,!the!source!of!discontent!stemmed!from!the!federal!government’s!weak!economic!capacity!to!pay!for!completed!defense!contracts!and!to!create!new!orders!that!would!give!workers!more!tasks.194!As!a!result,!workers!were!faced!with!a!multitude!of!issues!including!low!wages,!unfulfilled!promises!of!benefits!and!pension!arrears,!and!others!related!to!poor!working!conditions.195!To!add!more!fuel!to!the!fire,!elites!in!this!town!joined!the!workers!in!opposition!because!these!demonstrations!and!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!192!Allison!D.!Evans,!"Protest!Patterns!in!Provincial!Russia:!A!Paired!Comparison!of!Company!Towns",!Studies&in&Comparative&International&Development&(2015),!9.!193!Allison!D.!Evans,!"Protest!Patterns!in!Provincial!Russia”,!10.!194!Allison!D.!Evans,!"Protest!Patterns!in!Provincial!Russia”,!11.!195!Allison!D.!Evans,!"Protest!Patterns!in!Provincial!Russia”,!10.!
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financial!setbacks!also!negatively!impacted!the!upper!class.196!Thus,!extreme!protests!resulted!on!a!local!level!in!this!company!town!as!well!as!in!others!that!were!dealing!with!similar!conditions,!which!undoubtedly!evidences!the!severe!uneasiness!and!negative!attitudes!workers!had!towards!the!MIC!and!the!defense!industry.!!To!make!matters!worse,!the!defense!industry!was!greatly!lagging!behind!as!a!result!of!its!huge!debt,!which!further!resonated!through!the!channels!of!the!local!economy.197!!Overall,!the!example!of!KomsomolskPnaPAmure!illustrates!that!MIC!workers!were!severely!strained!and!dissatisfied!with!their!living!and!working!conditions!to!the!extent!that!they!protested!against!the!regime!and!drew!elites!into!the!opposition!movement!as!well.!In!turn,!the!defense!industry,!already!weak,!took!an!intense!hit!to!their!manufacturing!outputs,!which!further!set!Russia!back!in!terms!of!military!capabilities!and!capacity!to!satisfy!those!who!serve!the!military!industry.!!
6.5)ASSESSING)CURRENT)ATTITUDES))Given!the!more!recent!modernization!initiatives!driven!by!President!Putin,!it!is!interesting!to!see!how!Russian!attitudes!and!loyalty!towards!the!military!and!towards!the!duty!to!serve!have!changed.!Jason!Gresh,!a!scholar!and!U.S.!Army!Official!writing!for!the!Journal!of!Slavic!Military!Studies,!published!a!study!in!2011!assessing!recent!Russian!attitudes!towards!military!service!and!the!institution!of!the!army!in!general.!In!his!overall!conclusion,!Gresh!claims!that!the!culture!of!the!army!is!still!in!need!of!some!change!because!the!main!deterrents!of!soldiers’!willingness!to!serve!are!harsh!living!conditions!and!the!
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criminal!climate!within!army!units.198!In!order!to!get!to!this!conclusion,!Gresh!first!provides!insight!into!the!time!period!during!the!2008!Georgian!War,!claiming!that!an!overarching!favorable!attitude!existed!among!the!Russian!people!with!regard!to!the!military!itself.199!In!a!2008!survey!conducted!by!The!AllPRussian!Center!for!the!Study!of!Public!Opinion!(also!referred!to!as!VTsIOM),!shown!in!TABLE!7!below,!most!people!felt!either!pride!or!respect!for!the!armed!forces.!As!further!demonstrated!by!TABLE!7,!there!is!a!12%!level!of!trust!and!a!7%!level!of!distrust!present!among!those!surveyed.!The!majority!of!this!distrust!comes!from!the!youth!(ages!18P24),!which!is!again!a!major!concern!as!they!will!be!the!ones!serving!in!the!future.!Therefore,!if!the!predominant!attitude!of!the!Russian!youth!is!rooted!in!distrust!and!negativity,!their!future!loyalty!to!service!will!most!likely!also!suffer.!Moreover,!the!12%!level!of!trust!among!all!respondents!is!very!low,!again!indicating!a!weak!bond!towards!the!military!industry!overall!that!correlates!with!weaker!capabilities.!!! !!!!!
TABLE.7.–.What.Do.You.Feel.When.People.Speak.of.the.Russian.Armed.Forces.(%.of.
All.Respondents,.by.Age.Group);.N=1,600.Source:!The!AllPRussian!Center!for!the!Study!of!Public!Opinion!(VTSIOM),!August!22,!2008.200!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!198!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!2.!199!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!5.!200!Ibid.!
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These!results!are!further!reflected!in!the!2011!Levada!Center!poll!(see!FIGURE!4,!below).!This!poll!demonstrates!that!despite!the!pride!and!respect!that!the!Russian!population!felt!towards!the!military!in!2008,!54%!of!respondents!said!that!they!do!not!want!their!sons!to!serve!in!the!military,!and!44%!of!these!people!said!that!it!was!due!to!reports!of!dedovschina,!or!harassment.201!In!FIGURE!4!below,!the!third!(rightPmost)!pie!chart!under!the!heading!(translated)!“Do!Russia’s!Want!Their!Close!Ones!to!Serve!in!the!Army?”!shows!that!54%!say!“no”!(“нет”!in!green)!and!36%!say!“yes”!(“да”!in!grey).! !!!!!!!!!
FIGURE.4.–.Levada.Center.2011.Poll.Military.Attitudes.(%.Respondents)!Source:!The!Levada!Center!!! Similarly,!an!article!published!even!more!recently!in!2014!with!the!title,!“2/3!Russians!Don’t!Want!Their!Sons!to!Fight!in!Ukraine,!Levada!Center!Poll!Finds”!shows!that!a!negative!trend!in!attitudes!towards!military!service!has!persisted!among!the!Russian!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!201!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!6.!
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population.202!Accordingly,!there!has!been!a!major!attitude!shift!since!the!height!of!the!2008!Georgia!war,!during!which!there!was!more!compliance!and!respect!towards!the!military!establishment!overall.203!! Moving!on,!in!a!followPup!study!by!VTsIOM!asking!Russian!citizens!what!ideals!in!life!are!important!to!them,!only!34%!of!respondents!claimed!that!“participation!in!public!and!political!institutions”!was!“very!important.”204!Higher!up!in!degree!of!importance!was!family!relations!and!quality!of!life.!Therefore,!it!is!evident!that!a!weak!commitment!exists!towards!one’s!duty!to!serve!and!the!military!industry!altogether,!again!impacting!Russia’s!overall!military!capabilities!as!both!compliance!and!reliability!of!personnel!are!harmed.!!! Something!worthy!of!discussion!and!important!to!keep!in!mind!is!that,!upon!assessing!all!of!the!data!that!has!been!gathered!by!these!polls,!a!“heavy!hand!and!restrictive!environment!surrounding!those!who!oppose!the!political!establishment!certainly!plays!a!crucial!factor!in!public!opinion.”205!In!other!words,!anyone!who!is!at!least!somewhat!familiar!with!Russian!attitudes!towards!outwardly!expressing!their!opinion!about!political!establishments!and!institutions,!including!the!military,!knows!that!there!is!an!engrained!fear!of!speaking!out!against!these!said!institutions!due!to!potential!consequences!on!one’s!quality!of!life!and!safety.!In!terms!of!the!concept!of!loyalty!that!is!being!assessed!by!this!study!in!particular,!many!of!those!surveyed!who!fear!this!“heavy!hand”!will!not!be!reflected!in!the!percentages!of!those!who!hold!negative!attitudes!towards!military!service!and!the!establishment.!Thus,!the!numbers!that!are!published!surrounding!indicators!that!suggest!a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!202!Paul!Goble,!"TwoPThirds!of!Russians!Don’t!Want!Their!Sons!to!Fight!in!Ukraine,!Levada!Center!Poll!Finds",!The&Interpreter!(Nov.!11!2014),!http://www.interpretermag.com/twoPthirdsPofPrussiansPdontPwantPtheirPsonsPtoPfightPinPukrainePlevadaPcenterPpollPfinds/.!203!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!6.!204!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!9.!205!Ibid.!
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negative!public!opinion!may!actual!hold!among!more!people!than!the!numbers!portray!due!to!a!fear!of!expressing!such!sentiments!publically.!Additionally,!some!citizens!may!still!feel!a!historical!bond!to!Russia’s!military!legacy,!resulting!in!opinion!poll!responses!that!reflect!a!more!favorable!position!towards!the!military!and!service!duty.!However,!if!in!fact!asked!to!actively!serve!(i.e.!act!in!correspondence!to!their!response),!the!historical!militarism!ideals!that!feed!such!positive!responses!may!fade.206!!! In!summary,!many!factors!have!led!to!the!current!attitudes!felt!by!Russian!citizens!with!regard!to!their!duty!to!serve!and!the!loyalty!and!favoritism!expressed!towards!the!military!institution!itself.!These!factors!include!reports!of!dedovshchina!and!harassment,!unfilled!promises!of!health!and!educational!benefits!for!veterans!and!their!families,!increasing!numbers!of!draft!evasion!cases,!low!pay,!and!overall!poor!living!conditions.207!In!addition,!the!rise!of!violent!crimes!among!army!units!in!2011!has!also!sparked!a!trend!in!decreased!positive!attitudes!towards!military!service!despite!reforms!and!initiatives!to!improve!the!quality!of!life!for!personnel!on!the!whole.208!All!of!this,!inevitably,!points!to!a!harmed!bond!of!loyalty!among!Russian!citizens!and!servicemen!towards!the!armed!forces.!Moreover,!it!is!uncontestable!that!uprisings!of!civil!grassroots!organizations,!such!as!the!Union!of!Committees!of!Soldiers’!Mothers!of!Russia,!whose!purpose!is!to!increase!awareness!of!the!poor!conditions!and!harassment!that!their!sons!and!husbands!face!on!a!regular!basis,!truly!emphasizes!this!deteriorating!trust!and!loyalty!towards!the!military!establishment!that!resonates!among!the!Russian!people.209!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!206!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!9.!207!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!27.!208!Jason!P.!Gresh,!"The!Realities!of!Russian!Military!Conscription",!28.!209!Ibid.!
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! Finally,!the!most!recent!Levada!Center!polls!that!were!available!for!the!purposes!of!this!study!contest!to!the!very!nature!of!claims!made!despite!the!reforms!implemented!under!President!Putin.!TABLE!7!below!shows!that!even!in!2012,!there!has!been!a!consistent!39%!response!among!1,600!people!surveyed!signifying!that!they!would!try!to!find!a!way!to!help!their!family!member!avoid!military!service!if!drafted.!This!is!still!a!statistically!significant!number.!Furthermore,!TABLE!8!below!shows!that!29%!of!respondents!are!“definitely!against”!increasing!the!military!service!term!from!one!to!one!and!a!half!years,!with!29%!answering!as!“rather!against.”!This!mere!halfPyear!increase!in!term!period,!something!that!in!relation!to!the!definition!of!loyalty!again!points!to!a!quicker!disruption!of!the!bond!among!servicemen!and!their!peers,!demonstrates!that!loyalty!is!not!very!strong.!Together!(29%!and!29%,!respectively),!these!responses!account!for!over!half!(58%),!or!the!majority,!of!people!who!feel!this!way.!Last,!TABLE!9!below!reflects!a!similar!sentiment!as!has!persisted!over!the!years!regarding!attitudes!against!one’s!son,!brother,!or!close!relative!serving!mainly!due!to!the!potential!of!harm,!death,!and!hazing!or!harassment.!The!intention!here,!if!the!servicemen!do!in!fact!evade!their!duty!to!serve,!is!for!personal!reasons!(i.e.!“self!serving”!reasons),!thereby!again!indicating!a!lack!of!loyalty!and!compliance.!Thus,!attitudes!of!weak!loyalty!to!military!service!and!the!armed!forces!have!not!shown!significant!improvement!over!the!years!despite!all!of!the!reforms!that!have!occurred,!especially!reforms!seeking!to!cut!personnel!in!order!to!improve!their!conditions.!Interestingly!enough,!Lenin’s!old!adage,!“Better!fewer,!but!better”!has!not!yet!seemed!to!take!hold,!but!has!the!potential!to!in!the!near!future!if!reforms!that!improve!conditions!for!personnel!increase!their!loyalty!and!compliance!towards!the!military,!and!thereby!contribute!to!Russia’s!improving!military!capabilities!overall.!
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TABLE.8.–.If.someone.from.your.family.were.to.be.drafted.to.the.army,.what.would.
you.prefer?.Source:!Zorkaya,!N.!et!al.,!"From!Opinion!Toward!Understanding:!Russian!Public!Opinion!2012P2013."!!!!!!!!
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TABLE.9.–.Would.you.be.in.favor.or.against.increasing.the.military.service.term.from.
one.to.one.and.a.half.years?.Source:!Zorkaya,!N.!et!al.,!"From!Opinion!Toward!Understanding:!Russian!Public!Opinion!2012P2013."!!!!!!
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TABLE.10.–.Would.you.like.your.son,.brother,.another.close.relative.to.serve.in.the.
army.now?.If.negative,.why?.Source:!Zorkaya,!N.!et!al.,!"From!Opinion!Toward!Understanding:!Russian!Public!Opinion!2012P2013.".
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7..CONCLUDING.REMARKS.AND.IMPLICATIONS:..
.
This&section&summarizes&some&of&the&major&findings&of&this&study&related&to&Russia’s&
progression&of&military&reforms&and&the&parallel&changes&in&capabilities&that&have&occurred.&
The&importance&of&approaching&this&from&a&historical&perspective&is&emphasized.&Additionally,&
the&improving&yet&still&weak&loyalty&and&commitment&present&among&servicemen&and&
potential&servicemen&towards&their&military&duty&serves&as&an&obstacle&to&improvements&in&
military&effectiveness&from&the&part&of&personnel.&This&section&ends&with&a&discussion&of&the&
implications&associated&with&improvements&in&technology&and&how&the&international&dynamic&
will&change&if&the&technological&playing&field&evens&out.&Moreover,&projections&about&personnel&
becoming&obsolete&and&the&‘stalemate’&that&may&result&if&nations&eventually&level&off&in&their&
technological&capabilities&are&made.&! The!abundance!of!scholarship!that!focuses!on!obtaining!a!better!understanding!of!Russia’s!actions!and!motives!frequently!treats!Russia!as!a!mysterious!and!confusing!international!actor!–!one!with!an!aggressive!military!objective!and!a!strong!desire!for!power.!As!a!result,!a!significant!portion!of!literature!is!quick!to!label!Russia!as!imperialist!or!expansionary!in!nature,!without!taking!a!deeper!look!into!its!military!legacy!from!a!historical!perspective.!As!discussed!in!this!study,!a!nation’s!military!structure,!its!progression!(or!lack!thereof)!of!reforms!related!to!technological!innovations!and!personnel,!and!deeply!rooted!societal!attitudes!towards!the!military!establishment!speaks!volumes!of!a!nation’s!actual!capacity!to!perform!in!addition!to!the!nation’s!underlying!objectives.!!In!an!attempt!to!better!understand!Russia’s!role!as!a!current!military!superpower,!one!that!the!West!and!NATO!now!have!to!keep!a!closer!eye!on,!a!historical!
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analysis!of!its!military!legacy!was!thereby!necessary.!As!noted!in!this!work,!the!defining!characteristics!of!Russia’s!current!military!prowess!did!not!always!exist!in!this!way.!Russia!lagged!behind!in!its!military!capacity!compared!to!expectations!during!the!later!years!of!the!Soviet!era!and!the!early!years!after!the!collapse!of!the!USSR!while!reforms!were!underway.!
Additionally,!a!historical!take!on!this!matter!further!helps!scholars!and!experts!in!the!field!better!internalize!Russia’s!current!actions!in!Syria!without!adding!such!an!immediate!element!of!surprise!to!newly!introduced!systems!and!tactics.!Knowing!the!history!of!Russia’s!military!capabilities!and!the!reforms!that!have!taken!a!long!time!to!occur!help!those!analyzing!Russia’s!actions!to!logically!piece!together!what!is!occurring!now!(i.e.!the!game!of!technological!‘catch!up’!has!finally!taken!hold!and!been!expedited).!Thus,!Russia!must!be!treated!as!a!rational!actor!in!its!current!demonstration!of!military!superiority.!Furthermore,!by!being!mindful!of!Soviet!and!Russian!attitudes!towards!the!military!institution!and!associated!fluctuations!overtime,!this!study!serves!as!an!important!addition!to!existing!literature!which!assumes!that!Russian!society,!throughout!all!levels,!demonstrate!a!hardPheaded!patriotism!for!the!military!industry!and!its!policies.!In!reality,!as!evidenced!by!this!study,!conflicts!and!outcomes!of!the!past!play!a!significant!role!in!dictating!the!beliefs!and!feelings!surrounding!the!current!duty!to!serve,!and!these!attitudes!limit!the!improvement!in!Russia’s!military!capabilities!overall.!In!essence,!a!lack!of!loyalty!and!commitment!translates!to!a!limitation!in!enhancing!the!capacity!and!effectiveness!of!the!military!overall.!
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Finally,!it!is!important!to!keep!in!mind!that,!overtime,!the!technological!playing!field!will!eventually!even!out.!It!is!inevitable!that!there!will!be!lower!barriers!to!entry!(i.e.!lower!development!costs,!time,!etc.)!to!creating!the!newest!and!most!efficient!military!systems!and!equipment,!and!that!many!more!nations!will!gradually!begin!to!have!and!to!use!whatever!is!considered!the!‘latest!tech’!in!the!military!industry.!What,!then,!does!all!of!this!mean!in!the!bigger!picture?!For!starters,!certain!technological!innovations!that!correlate!to!a!nation’s!military!might!may!no!longer!give!a!significant!marginal!advantage!to!those!who!have!it.!In!other!words,!the!marginal!benefits!of!superiority!and!power!associated!with!new!systems!will!decrease!as!technology!continues!to!improve!and!more!and!more!nations!begin!to!own!these!systems.!This!leveling!of!the!playing!field!may!pose!a!new!dynamic!to!the!international!system,!one!of!multiPpower!stalemate!perhaps,!or!of!great!threat!and!fear!as!each!nation!will!become!a!military!superpower!capable!of!severe!damage!to!its!opponents.!In!this!type!of!world,!military!personnel!will!be!obsolete!because!machines!will!operate!machines!and!conflicts!will!be!fought!without!humanPtoPhuman!contact.!Loyalty!towards!one’s!duty!to!serve!will!similarly!no!longer!be!a!factor,!and!the!large!conventional!armies!of!Peter!the!Great!will!become!large!conventional!armies!of!various!computers!and!systems.!Although!a!somewhat!scary!concept!to!grasp,!we!can!only!hope!that!it!will!do!more!to!promote!peace!if!everyone!is!on!the!same!level!of!military!capabilities,!and!therefore!no!one!nation!will!desire!to!be!an!aggressor!towards!another,!equally!powerful!nation.!Time!will!be!the!one!to!tell,!as!there!is!much!more!history!yet!to!be!written.!Even!so,!the!history!that!has!led!to!the!present!must!not!be!forgotten,!and!it!is!our!job!to!interpret!current!events!and!findings!that!emerge!from!this!lens!of!understanding.!
!
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